Efficient authentication is vital for applications that need to verify a large volume of incoming transactions or commands. While symmetric key primitives (e.g., HMAC) can provide very fast authentication, they fail to offer non-repudiation which is often vital for these applications. Achieving efficient authentication becomes even more challenging when quantum computers are taken into the account.

In this talk, we present two new efficient digital signature schemes. The main idea behind our schemes is to elevate the additive homomorphic property of the underlying one-way function to transform a well-known one-time signature construction (HORS) to a (polynomially-bounded) many time signature. In our first scheme, ARIS, we select an ECDLP-based one-way function and leverage its homomorphic property. Next, we propose a new post-quantum signature named TACHYON which uses the inherit additive homomorphic property of a post quantum secure one-way function (generalized compact knapsack) to achieve efficient signing and verification. Both schemes achieve the lowest end-to-end delay among their counterparts and enjoy from significantly efficient verification algorithms. However, ARIS and TACHYON suffer from a large public key due to the message-encoding technique that is used in the underlying one-time signature.
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